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About This Content

The Worms™ Reloaded "Forts Pack" features 20 addictive and challenging single-player levels, based upon a variety of fort-
based mission objectives. The "Forts Pack" also includes 10 brand new forts for multi-player battles, 3 new hats, 3 new speech

banks, 3 new gravestones, a new "Fort" landscape theme and 12 new Achievements.

Key Features

20 new single-player fort missions

1 new "Fort" landscape theme.

10 new forts.

3 new hats.

3 new speech banks.

3 new gravestones.

12 new Achievements.
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This is a solid combination when it comes to a detective adventure game. The post-apocalyptic setting is perfect.
The dialogue and voice acting is well done and kept me wondering what's next. I'm satisfied after playing it for an hour. I
recommend this if you like a detective adventure game with compelling dialogues and puzzle placement.

Here is my game play video If you wanna see the game play before buying it.
https://youtu.be/dfIsbGQ6DMk

Enjoy the game
. Bugs. Alot of them. Some of them just annoying, some of them make game unplayable.. An interesting gimmick for a bullet
hell. You have to charge up a bomb by surviving during boss fights then suicide dive the boss to do any damage. If you get hit by
a bullet, you die and therefore don't blow up and do damage, enjoy sitting around charging your bomb again. Better hurry up
though, the boss goes full lunatic mode if you take too long. Oh and also, you can't run into the parts that are vulnerable while
the boss is moving, because that means it's attacking and therefore makes it so you don't explode on contact for some reason. It's
an interesting gimmick, but that doesn't make it fun.. is a cute lil' poog. When I start the game it forces my steamvr to open
making it un playable. the main screen is crushed and says WATCH TUBE on it in badly drawn crayon and even clicking the
button doesn't do a thing. when I close steamvr the game closes too. (currently are trying to resolve my issue) I'll re buy the game
if you can fix it :)
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Easily one of the best visual novels I've played. It avoids a lot of the sterotypes that plague this genre and constantly has you
thinking about what everything means and how everything is connected.

It starts simply with you waking up and being told a story about a family that lived in the mansion you are in. None of the stories
are happy ones and as the game shifts with time, reintroduces familiar characters and starts to raise more questions you just
want to keep reading to see how things fit together.

Every character in this game is flawed in some way and the game plays with this in some very clever ways. Be prepared for a lot
of reading with very few actual choices or gameplay. The story more than makes up for this and the way the music and visuals
go along with everything you are seeing leads to an experience you simply couldn't get with any other medium.

The music in the game is superb and this is a game that will stick in my mind long after I've finished it. If you like this style of
game at all and want something with a bit of a different theme to the standard stuff I would highlight recommend it.. Hamilton's
Great Adventure is a very good puzzle/adventure game, in which you have to find the right path in order to reach the exit of
each level. It might look simple at first, but as the game progresses, the complexity increases, with new enemies, traps, and more
complex layouts. Getting all the coins, while being an optional challenge, is well worth it to put your skills to the test.

As I mentioned in the opening paragraph, the gameplay consists on finding the path to the exit. Of course, you must first get the
key (or keys) needed to open the exit door (and other doors which might be in your way). You play as Hamilton (the explorer)
and Sasha (the bird). While Hamilton must grab the keys and reach the exit, Sasha can help you by distracting enemies, or using
certain switches in order to open some doors or activate elevators. As you progress through each chapter, you'll also get special
items that Hamilton can use. The level design is very good; while the earlier levels are easy enough for you to learn the game,
the latter levels can become very challenging, especially if you're trying to get gold on them; not to mention the bonus levels
available in each chapter.

When it comes to story, I must say I found it interesting. It's nothing out of this world, but rather what you'd expect from a
movie or book similar to Indiana Jones: an explorer, in this case Hamilton, goes after a valuable archaeological object across the
world, and there's other people who are also looking for it. I liked the Lovecraftian references in the story, I found it to be funny
given the game's "innocent" look. Don't expect existential horror, however, they're mostly funny references for those familiar
with Lovecraft's work.

As for the soundtrack, well, there's not much to say. Other than the opening theme, which gives that adventure vibe to the game,
most of the soundtrack consists of background music which isn't very catchy. Not that it's something bad, as I think that the
"minimal" soundtrack helps you stay focused on solving the puzzles.

Well, I think that's enough for this game. To conclude, I'd say I recommend it, and it's a good puzzle game for people across all
ages.. Very nice party-like game! Effects are great and can get really heated.
The risc for motion sickness is a bit high on the game over screens, but overall great!. A great minimalist game. It is easy to
understand how to play the game but puzzles become challenging as you advance in game. You would need a walkthrough to get
all hidden treasures.. DOESN'T WORK. add moar songs, psyonoix pls. From enemies constantly getting stuck in walls causing
you to reset from the start to failing challanges the moment you start the wave.
This is just as terrible as is the main game.. The more I play this, the more I like it. I like the resource management; you can cut
down trees, mine, grow food, etc. Those resources are used to build, give food to the market, etc.

The game is confusing at first. In order to place a building you have to hold down the left mouse button and drag the building to
a road. I think some people might get frustrated right away and give up. I'd recommend changing this in the next update to: just
press the building you want to place once with the left mouse button, then drag it around (without holding the button down), and
then click the left mouse button once more to place.

You can speed up a buildings production speed by pressing the + icon; this is a nice feature as it costs more to rush production
so you plan better.

The population won't grow above 0 at all until you have everything you need; a little confusing at first.

Am I required to always be online? If so I'd like offline available. If I'm required to be online all the time I've learned from the
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game Simcity that this could severly limit the number of sims, lag, etc. and makes the game to simple.

I don't see the option for freeways, trains, busses, etc. I'd like commuting, larger buildings, workers going to and from, etc. If
commuting and traffic are added this could really boost the fun factor in this game. (I do see some cars going to work, but it's
pretty simple atm. and only roads available.)

The map size can be expanded which is good; probably could still go bigger imo.

It's a good start, but I'd like to see more features particulary in transportation options. It's definitely worth the buy imo.. Literally
hundreds of customers since 2011 have voiced that they can't get this game to work. Meridian the publisher and technical
support to this game does absolutely nothing about it. Four years and still no working game, no technical help no matter how
many times you email them. This game needs to be taken off the Steam store forcing the developers and publisher to re-address
all teething issues. The fact that they continue to slog the unaware public $10.00 for a product that does not work is a testiment
on how uncaring this company is and the fact that Steam also has turned a blind eye is not flattering to their customer support
either. DO NOT BUY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Strange game but interesting and quite good. Can be really
challenging so don't expect walk in the park :)
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